


EDITORS NOTE

We have all heard the phrase
'persecuted minority' being banded

about over the last few decades, well I
believe the most oppressed and

persecuted minority in Britain today is
the British Fascist.

We have no freedom of expression, you
can wear a suit made of dildos parading
down the high street in studded leather
thong but wear a Blackshirt uniform and

you could face prison time.

We have no freedom of assembly as all
townhalls and private venues will not

host our meetings.

We have no freedom of speech as all
Universities have no platform policies as

do all television channels and MSM.

We have no rights of belief, we have no
rights at work, banks will close our

accounts, social media is denied to us,
video hosting likewise.

We can be discriminated against , we
can be canceled, we can be shut down,

we can be slandered all with the backing
of the establishment.

If straight white working class are the
new minority in Britain then we Fascists
are a truly oppressed minority and have

to start fighting for our rights NOW.
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IS IT ALL OVER FOR
SWEDEN ?

Ive always loved Sweden, amazing place
and culture. Very friendly people.

During the refugee crisis, Sweden took in
far far too many. It has a relatively small
population, but took a huge amount. The

major problem with this, is that these
refugees were from countries that

completely disagree with everything
Sweden is for. Like progressiveness and
rights. Keep in mind, Sweden before the

crisis was one of the safest countries,
now it’s a rape and crime country.

Blonde haired blue eyes women are seen
as prestigious meat in the eyes of a lot

of the Middle Eastern and African
refugees, therefore rape has increased
to drastic levels. It’s the second highest

rape country in Europe right now.

This is absolutely devastating, for a few
reasons. The Swedish people had no say,

it was all the government. Swedish
people are very unique, there are very

few countries that can have blonde
hair/red hair, blue eyes/ green eyes. So
mixing in with immigrants will get rid of

those less dominant genes. If you call
that diversifying then you’re sick. Lastly,
it was one of the happiest countries in

the world, now parents tell their
children to actively avoid places because

they’re seen as dangerous, with many
refugee people who refused to integrate
creating gangs and rioting like they did

in April. Even the government
themselves have said they FAILED to

integrate the immigrants and don’t know
what to do because their police force is

tiny and underfunded.

The only hope for Sweden is the next
election, and if the Swedish people get

of their woke arses. Does anyone believe
that Sweden can make a comeback?

Right now, they’re around 80% in their 

own home country, including other white
ethnic groups such as the Finns, it’ll

make it around 85%. This is a classic case
of the government trying to ‘diversify’ a
country that doesn’t need to. Again, you

don’t see Asian and African countries
diversifying, and it’s evidently clear that
a lot of the immigrants don’t even care
that Sweden gave them an opportunity,

and made it their own personal
playground. There are so many cases of
gang assault, racism, rape, even murder
against the swedes. It’s so sad how such

a happy country, where these crimes
were practically unheard of, fell so hard
by inviting barbarians who speak from

the 600s.

Does sweden have a chance, or is the
once white, blonde haired blue eyed
Christian country turnt into a Middle
Eastern muslim backwards shithole

where sharia law will likely be in place
when the whole government become

Muslim leaders from Syria. The Swedish
people suffer the consequences, the

Vikings definitely wouldn’t have allowed
this to happen. You’re Viking ancestors

are laughing and pissing themselves
seeing how weak the woke swedes have
become. From conquerers to becoming

conquered.

Wake up Sweden, you’re very unique
people



THE STRANGER

A while ago, my Dad met a stranger who
was new to our small town. From the

beginning, Dad was fascinated with this
enchanting newcomer and soon invited

him to live with our family. The stranger
was quickly accepted and was around

from then on.

As I grew up, I never questioned his
place in my family. In my young mind, he

had a special niche. My parents were
complementary instructors: Mom taught
me good from evil, and Dad taught me
to obey. But the stranger…he was our

storyteller. He would keep us spellbound
for hours on end with adventures,

mysteries and comedies.

If I wanted to know anything about
politics, history or science, he always

knew the answers about the past,
understood the present and even

seemed able to predict the future! He
took my family to the first major league.

ball game. He made me laugh, and he
made me cry. The. stranger never

stopped talking, but Dad didn’t seem to
mind.

Sometimes, Mom would get up quietly
while the rest of us were shushing each
other to listen to what he had to say,
and she would go to the kitchen for

peace and quiet. (I wonder now if she
ever prayed for the stranger to leave.)

Dad ruled our household with certain
moral convictions, but the stranger
never felt obligated to honor them.

Profanity, for example, was not allowed
in our home… Not from us, our friends or

any visitors. Our longtime visitor,
however, got away with four-letter

words that burned my ears and made my

dad squirm and my mother blush. My
Dad didn’t permit the use of alcohol. But
the stranger encouraged us to try it on a
regular basis. He made cigarettes look

cool, cigars manly and pipes
distinguished.

He talked freely (much too freely!)
about sex. His comments were
sometimes blatant, sometimes

suggestive, and generally embarrassing.

I now know that my early concepts about
relationships were influenced strongly by

the stranger. Time after time, he
opposed the values of my parents, yet
he was seldom rebuked… And NEVER

asked to leave.

More than fifty years have passed since
the stranger moved in with our family.

He has blended right in and is not nearly
as fascinating as he was at first. Still, if

you could walk into my parents’ den
today, you would still find him sitting

over in his corner, waiting for someone
to listen to him talk and watch him draw
his pictures. Categorically, he destroyed
all the moral values, ethics, love, time
for each other and other good qualities
we had in our family…..whilst adding

some unnoticeable quantity of positive
stuff also, which any way we would have

had even without him……

His name?…. .. .

We just call him ‘TV.’

Credit Poxy Monk



Oswald Mosley's Pre-War
and Post-War Fascism 

Bill Boethius

An admirer of Mussolini and Hitler in the
inter-war years, Sir Oswald Mosley

somewhat modified his position in the
post-war period [this did not stop him

from being continually attacked by
Communist and Jewish organisations

though]. 

He centred his post-war Neo-Fascism on
a United Europe.

It must be understood that he was
speaking here in the early 1960s, in the

period of prosperity and optimism
[unlike the days of unemployment and

despair of the fascist heyday of the
1930s];

"I think the basic error of Fascism was
that in its drive for action at all cost, it
overrode liberty; and the great problem
of this present-day age is to synthesise

the drive for action, which is completely
necessary, with the preservation of

individual liberty. And if we can achieve
that, we've made some contribution to
the thought of our age, and that has

been my whole effort since the end of
the war".

[Interview, Sir O.Mosley, 1972]

Mosley says of 1930s Fascism;"The power
of the State was exaggerated, the whole

concept was too bureaucratic".

[ib.]

He also makes the surprising claim that
Hitler and Mussolini were wrong to
intern dissenters, and should have

allowed their opponents equal media
time and ANSWERED them.

"Fascism was a national creed which
died in the 1930s, and the main reason
for its non-revival is that any dynamic
person who was drawn to that kind of

thing would now be a 'European' ; I want
to see the complete unity of Europe".

[ib.,]

This is another startling claim; it seems
to suggest that the militaristic elements
which make Fascism 'fascistic' are to be
dropped, and the National Fascist idea is

to be transvalued into the National
European idea.

After World War II, Sir Oswald declared;

"A European Nation. By this term I meant
Europe as much an integrated State as
Britain, France, Germany, or indeed,

America is today. America is rather the
model in that respect, because [they]

are 'united states'".

[ib.,]

Here we see how 'fascism' has
transformed itself into Europeanism;

"In Europe there's no question of having
a totalitarian party or a totalitarian
figure. The other European countries

would never tolerate for a moment one
man from one country being put over

the lot of them. You have to have, as I've



always said, an equipe, equals, a Round
Table, King Arthur, or the old archon-

type round table concept, and then the
man with the best ideas wins ...

Something so huge as Europe and so
diverse can never be unified in a Fascist

or totalitarian fashion".

[ib.,]

In this we see the continued progress
toward the philosopher Friedrich

Nietzsche's "Europe wants to become
one" idea, an idea given impetus by
Fascism, and continued by modern

Europeanism.

Of course, today differs from the 60s,
particularly with the problems of

Globalism. 

If the situation worsens, then the fascist
symbols may need to be brought out

again

THE END OF WHITE PEOPLE

Let’s Face it, these are the last few
decades of white people staying in
power and staying a majority. I was

hopeful yes, but it’s over. It really is.
Many reasons why but here are the big

ones. 

White countries produce barely any
babies what so ever. The government

isn’t helping their women in cost
reductions or help in pregnancy. So
children are just unappealing. The

population estimates say that by 2100,
Europes population will be half of what

it is, that’s completely excluding
immigration. And I think we all know
where immigration is coming from…

Christianity in Europe is fading fast, as
every decade passes more atheist and

Muslims come up. Once, proud Christian
countries with churches that stood tall

and mighty, are being vandalised by
immigrants and replaced by mosques
and hotels. It’s estimated that many
European countries will have Muslim

majorities in the near future, the end of
thousands of years of Christian white

tradition snuffed out.

The government don’t care about their
ethnic people at all, frankly they see no

problem with a silent genocide. The
ethnic people, who’s ancestors farmed

on, invented, built incredible
architecture, classical music, tradition,
art and most importantly fought for and
died for, all given away to people with a
passport… Most these immigrants don’t
even appreciate anything, they dislike

white people, constantly criticising
everything about a nation but when told
to go back if they hate the nation they
call you racist?! White people aren’t

allowed to defend themselves no-more,
thats racist. Can’t have any events or

movies with a majority white cast,
because again… racist. Most dating or
marriage advertisements are almost
always black men and white women.

Absolute joke.

Most white people themselves don’t
seem to care anymore, they have no
issue with this whole forced diversity

topic. Complete brainwash from social
media. Even though Asian and African

countries definitely don’t have to
change, it’s only the European nations

that must change!!! Ironically, Europeans
have the most diverse features in the
world, so there really is no logic here.



Finally we come to immigration, Yes
Africas and Asias population will boom

within the next few decades. If you
thought immigration is bad right now,
Africa alone will have a population of

2.5 billion by 2050… that combined with
europe having barely any children and in
‘desperate need’ of more young people,

well you get the point… it won’t be
pretty. It won’t be the fun vibrant

europe it once was. Where Christmas
was celebrated and Children were
having fun and much much more.

My conclusion

Let me sum it up to something you might
gather some closure. The future looks
dark, literally, but I just want to say

somethings. Things that might cheer you
up.

Despite all the hardships, despite all the
disease and wars, the white race

remained strong for thousands of years.
Estimates say we only came around by

7000BC. In that small time gap,

•The lead inventors in global 
progression, 90% of all inventions 
EVER were white. Quite 
incredible!
•We reached the moon 
•We created a weapon that 
literally imitates the sun, and can 
blow a city in a single strike.
•We have had the most influential 
scholars of all time, forms and 
concepts today are still used.
•Thousands of years of history, 
architecture, music, culture, 
foods, battles, agriculture, 
medicine, kingdoms, empires, 
traditions, art, buildings and so so 
much more all shaping the modern

world  Oh yeah, did I forget 
conquer the entire world?
•The billions of white people who 
lived before us, who achieved all 
this and so much more lived full 
Christian lives with large families. 
They didn’t have to put up with 
this nonsense. I’m so happy for 
them.

Yeah, we were pretty awesome. This list
could go on for a while. But you get the

point.

For such a short time span, we definitely
played our part well. Hell, we conquered
the entire world, and reshaped it into a
modern society. So while these might be

the last few decades, humanity will
never ever forget what was achieved by
white people. Who quite literally shaped

this world. We will see how the world
fairs without us, believe me, it won’t be

pretty.



YOUR LETTERS

PATRIOTIC ALTERNATIVE

Since the announcement that Drag
Queen Story Hour would be coming to

the UK, Patriotic Alternative has led the
charge to oppose this clear attempt to

introduce children to sexualised
material.

We announced our campaign all the way
back in May and from the first week in

June Patriotic Alternative activists were
busy delivering leaflets in the areas

where these events were scheduled. So
far, we have delivered thousands of

these leaflets in Cornwall, Portsmouth,
Bristol, Stockton, Brighton and Hove,
Porthcawl, Cardiff, Bridgend, Barry,
Penarth, Llantwit Major, Cowbridge,

Aberkenfig, Glasgow and Leeds.

You can get involved and spread the
message by downloading the leaflet from

our website.

DOWNLOAD THE LEAFLET

These inappropriate events have now
started taking place and Patriotic

Alternative activists have taken part in
protests outside the libraries in

question. As the tour continues, we will
continue to oppose it and we have more

protests planned.

WHITE LIVES MATTER

As well as being busy with the Drag
Queen Story Hour campaign, PA activists
are also getting ready for Whites Lives

Matter 2022 – this is something everyone
can join in with! Make your voice heard

and get involved.

Find out how by clicking here.

We look forward to seeing your activism,
no matter how big or small, and we hope

to see you this evening during the
livestream.

EUROPEAN CALIPHATE

I predict that if present trends continue,
all the nations of northern and western
Europe and Scandinavia. will be under

the control of Muslims by the end of the
century, if not considerably before that.

Of Spain and Italy I am unsure, but
certainly everywhere north of there.

Eventually they will unite into a
caliphate. It’s border will comprise
present day Poland, Czech Republic,
Hungary and Slovenia. Native white
Europeans will emigrate en masse to
places like North and South America,

Australia and New Zealand. In addition
large numbers of them will move to

Eastern Europe. Russia will become the
dominant white European power, and

may well reassert its control over
Eastern Europe, a process that may have
begun already. They will probably take
Finland, and establish another border
there. The US will be far too weak and

preoccupied with its own problems to do
anything about it. 

YOU COULDNT MAKE IT UP

So... it now comes to light that Rishi
Sunak's wife was part owner of Lava

Mayfair Club Ltd (a private membership
gym), which collapsed last year owing

almost £44million to creditors, including
£374,000 to HMRC!

Another of Mrs Sunak's ventures... Mrs
Wordsmith (an education business) went

into administration last year owing
£16.3million – after receiving a

£1.3million loan from the Government's
"Future Fund"!

OH IT GETS WORSE... Digme Fitness
(which she owns 100% of) received up to
£635,000 of furlough money... before it 

https://www.patrioticalternative.org.uk/indigenous_peoples_day_2022?e=16aa11f6c8079af52a5f511ffc9b38a4&utm_source=patrioticalternative&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dqsh_pa_update&n=4
https://www.patrioticalternative.org.uk/r?u=fk3qs1mHicx9-w03tafB2G8vNGMp4KGcuuJPtVN2Yha2eHP94AToEv0A68q--KJRXQvzgIszw28Oi5UdcKz9rQ7rMJ-ZZyT7-W6hRJ-O1Ul2xQ7FdJNzHxtUULW4KDicU5YbIMAC00HYsd7tRZVrgOp9eDAQ20dGc5ZnIoesVQ10PREKql5fC-E9sawVPPROzD-reYq57cTbphunyL6HHQ&e=16aa11f6c8079af52a5f511ffc9b38a4&utm_source=patrioticalternative&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dqsh_pa_update&n=1


then closed its eight studios in London
and Oxford... still owing HMRC £415,000!

So .... Mr Sunak introduces the furlough
scheme ...  and the woman he's sleeping

with benefits by up to £635,000!
Mr Sunak oversees the rules regarding

Non-Dom status ... and the woman he's
sleeping with benefits by over £20

million!
Mr Sunak is in charge of ensuring that

the UK maximises its tax revenue... yet
the woman he's sleeping with has been

active in, or has owned, companies
going bust owing a staggering £789,000

to HMRC!

Mr Sunak says his wife's tax affairs are
none of OUR business

LIVING IN A DEMOCRACY?

After the last few weeks does anyone
believe we are a democratic country?
We have witnessed a democratically
appointed pro-Brexit Prime Minister

hounded out of office by a small group
of EU loving individuals with the sole aim

of overturning the result of a legal
referendum and returning our country

back into the clutches of the rancid EU.
Make no mistake these individuals are

not doing this for the good of our
country they are doing it to enhance

their bank balances and egos.
Since becoming PM there has been a

campaign to oust Johnson but it was his
statement of “get Brexit done” that
really initiated the fury in the pro-EU
camp who, with the aid of the media

where the BBC is the front runner,
constructed biased and damming stories

about him with little fact, a good 

example of this is ‘PartyGate’ which was
splashed over the front pages of

newspapers for days if not weeks but
Starmer’s ‘BeerGate’ received only a

fraction of the media attention and now
seems to have been forgotten.

I believe this has been a carefully co-
ordinated attack on Johnson

orchestrated by the EU as they have
both financial and internal problems . If
we were to re-join we would have to pay
dearly for our attempt to escape in both

money and having to accept their
punitive rules and regulations.

Other protagonist are:
1) The Labour party who will stoop down

to any level to regain No.10.
2) Tony Blair who had his dream of
having a well-paid job in the EU

squashed by Brexit.
3) May who, when PM, offered

incentives’ to members on both sides of
the house to vote for her version of

Brexit
4) Cameron who spent millions of our

money on an advertising campaign to try
and influence the result of the

referendum then threw his toys out the
pram when it didn’t go his way.

5) The BBC who have the EU as one of its
largest financial contributors.

Well, are we living in a democracy?



PRAGMATIC NOT
IDEOLOGICAL

Those who lack charisma often try to
portray themselves as a safe pair of
hands. Asserting that you are non

ideological is a way of doing this. Yes, I
may be boring and you may find yourself

falling asleep as I talk to you, but I
won’t do anything reckless or foolish.

I’m safe. 

Perhaps part of the reason that the
world went mad on covid is

psychological. I mean on top of the
massive crookedness of it all. All of our
politicians now emphasise safety. All of
them aspire to be considered quietly
efficient, driven by small, reasonable
ambitions towards small, reasonable

conclusions. They want to be considered
managerial. What gets them ahead

within their parties is an air of
respectable professionalism (Johnson

was a great exception to this). So they
would do an awful lot of stupid things
simply by being told these were the

safest things. 

Charisma is ‘demagoguery’ and brings
with it the madness of Hitler and Lenin.

Bland conformity is the mark of the
serious person. You get ahead by a 

passive acceptance of everything you are
told. You don’t want to stand out. You
want to be the best of the blandest. 

Everything a senior politician does is
about managed risk regarding their

image. They are focus grouped to death,
and they devised a cliche ridden,

jargonised language to manage risk. To
be the least offensive candidate. The

perfect political reply has no content. It
merely conveys a vague air that this

person has been briefed. 

In every sense of course it is a lie.
Firstly, because almost none of them are
actually competent. Politics is the only

profession apart from dog grooming
where anyone can do it without

qualification or knowledge of any kind.
It is the profession where every single
successful person in it is an amateur.

There’s no dividing line between student
politics and real politics. They started
this process as students, and in most

cases the real world never intervened.
They went straight from university to
regional and national politics. Even

actors are more serious about learning
the craft. Few go straight from student
productions into prime time TV slots. 

Obama for instance was mainly a
‘community organiser’ before just three

years as a Senator. Then he was
President. He had zero experience of

actual politics (governing in a competent
manner to the betterment of his fellow

citizens). All his political experience was
in the craft of networking for personal

advancement. That’s what they mean by



politics. That’s all they are actually
trained in. 

All the serious politics is ideological.
Without an ideology, your politics is

merely self advancement. There’s no
reason for you in particular to have the
job if the job is just managing decline

without scaring anyone. If it’s just
creeping your way forward to finally

gasp your way over the line to
Premiership, like a creature dragging its
way from primordial ooze to a promising

shoreline, having survived because
nobody noticed you enough to kill you
before you won, that story is one of

purposeless survival rather than
meaningful achievement. 

Every British Prime Minister since
Thatcher has been merely managerial
and professedly non-ideological. They
have all claimed to be ‘safe’. And they
have been the most disastrous series of
incompetent governors under whom the
wackiest ideologies have become firmly
established as the political consensus. 

The greatest irony of all then is this:
those who present themselves as safe
are dangerous, those who say they are

non-ideological are intensely ideological.
Starmer is so ideological he cannot tell
you what a woman is. Starmer was so

ideological he told police not to bother
about poor white children being raped.
You can’t get any MORE ideological than

facilitating child abuse because you
don’t want to harm ‘community

relations’ and the ideology you support
on multiculturalism. It’s just that their
ideology is ridiculous and evil and they

have to disguise it as much as they can. 

When Hannah Arendt talked about the
banality of evil, or when Trotsky called
Stalin ‘the grey man in the middle’ both

were referring to people who used
blandness and managerial efficiency as a

cover for raging sociopathic insanity. I
don’t mean that Starmer would be a

Stalin. I mean that our entire ruling class
present themselves as the safe and
sensible option as opposed to mad

alternatives when they themselves are
suffused with a whole series of insane

ideological positions. 

Our careful experts and respectable
moderates have dropped more bombs in
the last 30 years then fell during World
War Two. Our personally hyper-cautious

conformists in both politics and the
general public unleashed the devastating
twin assaults of the greatest transfer of
wealth in history and the most reckless

mass medical experiment ever
witnessed. Fear of causing racial offence

allowed mass child rape. Revulsion
towards populist rhetoric led to a stolen

election and Stalinist showtrials.
Respectable opinion celebrated a

lifelong violent criminal drug addicted
thug as a sacred martyr. Bland corporate

messaging now includes wild
conspiratorial race obsession.

Mainstream entertainment is an
unending howl of racial hatred. Nobody
‘safe’ is prepared to admit that women
are born with vaginas. There’s nothing
moderate or safe about any of that. 

The mainstream is extreme. The safest
pair of hands are the ones most likely to
throttle you. There’s nothing you should

fear more than a bland candidate.

J.D



TOO MUCH IDEALISM

I recently attended a meeting of the
Four Club in central London at which

David Irving was the guest speaker. Many
of his book signings and speeches have
been cancelled or disrupted in the past

due to organised violence, but this
meeting was by invitation only and it

went off without incident.

The Four Club is an initiative of the
author and peace campaigner James

Thring and filmaker and historian
Michele Renouf. It's named after the

Four Virtues of classical Greece;
Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and
Temperance. To read about James'

efforts to bring peace to the Middle East
visit: https://ministryofpeace.org   

The British tradition of free speech is
being undermined by so-called anti-

fascists who decide who can speak and
on what subject. I must admit that in

the old days I used to heckle other
people's meetings, but I now realise that
this was wrong. People have  the right to

believe in whatever they like, asking
sensible questions is fine but speakers

should not be shouted down. 

The National Front held some impressive
marches in the 1970s that made them

known throughout the UK, but they were
usually attacked by screaming mobs of
anti-fascists. I only attended one NF

march, from Victoria to Red Lion Square
in 1974. I disagreed with the NF over

Europe but I supported them on
immigration. Thousands of militants

tried to stop the march but they were
confronted by the police who did a
magnificent job. Unfortunately, one

anti-fascist demonstrator was killed and
several were wounded.

Our traditional ways of protesting are in
need of revision. Marches and

demonstrations are a nuisance to the
public and a danger to the emergency
services who need free access to the

roads. Marches, disruptive heckling, and
forced cancellations threaten the very

idea of free speech.

We don't need new laws to remedy the
situation. There are plenty of laws

dealing with obstruction and threatening
behaviour that could be used. It would
require a politicaly neutral police force

to enforce them, but our politicised
police are committed to the Liberal

Consensus. This was clearly
demonstrated when police officers 'took
the knee' in support of the Black Lives

Matter movement. This sounds harmless
enough but BLM is not a pacifist civil-
rights movement it's an extreme anti-

white organisation that goes in for
looting, arson, and attacks on the

police. Five police officers were shot
dead by snipers at a BLM demo in Dallas

in July 2006.

We must have black and brown police
officers because they represent the
British demographic, but 'political

correctness' enforced from above causes
more harm than good. We can't improve
race relations by humiliating the police,
and we can't make people respect each
other by looting shops, setting fire to

businesses, and shooting police officers. 

The Law should be applied without fear
or favour. It's wrong to discriminate

against people because of their creed or
colour but it's just as wrong to excuse

criminality for the sake of political
expediency. Freedom of speech and

assembly must be protected. 

https://ministryofpeace.org/


Many people have told me that the
European Union is not the vision slendid

of 'Europe a Nation' proclaimed by
Oswald Mosley. For arguments sake I will
accept that opinion but the fact remains
that Oswald Mosley took an active part
in the 1975 European Referendum, and

his followers celebrated its positive
outcome. Mosley was an idealist but he
was also a practical man who promoted
the European Union from an economic

and security perspective. 

Political activists of the so-called far-
right often have trouble distinguishing
between fantasy and reality. The vast
majority of Britons want to end mass

migration. That's possible, it would only
take an act of parliament enforced by a
determined border force. We have the
means to do it, all that we lack is the

courage to overturn almost a century of
open door immigration. But the

fantasists are not satisfied with stopping
the influx, they dream about rounding
up millions of people and sending them

back to their countries of origin.

And it's the same with capitalism. We
need laws to protect us from unfair

employers and service providers, but to
talk about destroying the capitalist

system is nonsense. Attemps to do away
with capitalism ended in failure in the

Soviet Union and turned into state
capitalism in China.

Political idealists always go too far. Most
people want a good life for their
families; decent food, housing,

education, and health care, but few of
them are interested in abstract ideas of

'liberty, equality and fraternity'. A
benevolent dictator who provides the

population with the essentials of life is
preferable to an idealistic leader who

does not.

Benito Mussolini transformed Italy from
feudalism to modernity. He established a
comprehensive health and social security

system, he improved education and
transportation and he enjoyed the

adoration of his people; until he tried to
recreate the Roman Empire.

North of the Alps, Adolf Hitler did a
similar job, he ended unemployment and

lifted Germany out of poverty, but his
obsession with Race was his downfall. As
well as hating the Jews he believed that

the Russians were inferior beings
who could easily be conquered. That
idea perished in the ruins of defeated

Germany. The Molotov-Ribbentrop pact
between the Third Reich and the Soviet
Union was beneficial to both countries,
but Hitler's head was full of Wagnerian
images of a triumphant master race.

We must defend our culture and improve
social conditions but we should beware
of too much idealism. Better to have

your feet on the ground than your head
in the clouds.

BILL BAILLIE
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GREED

So... let me get this straight:
* British Gas made a profit of £1.3bn

between January & June 
* BP announced profits of £6.95 billion

between April and June alone
* Shell has profited by £9.4bn in a year

The MEN at the top:
* John Pettigrew, boss of National Grid

received £6.5m bonus on top of his
salary

* Chris O’Shea, chief executive of British
Gas owner Centrica was paid almost £2m

last year in salary and benefits
* Centrica's non-executive directors were

paid almost £1m
* Scottish Power's CEO Keith Anderson is

on £1.15m. 
* Eon boss Michael Lewis is on £1m
* EDF's Simone Rossi is also on £1m

* And their top execs enjoyed a share of
£4.65m

* Peter Simpson of Anglian Water earned
a £1.3m pay package

* Welsh Water bosses awarded
themselves bonuses of over £930,000 

* Severn Trent bosses awarded
themselves bonuses of £5.56m

* Thames Water's Sarah Bentley, received
a £727,000 bonus on top of her £2m

annual salary

Meanwhile there are... 

* People who haven't had breakfast
and/or lunch TODAY, because they can't

afford it. 
* People using Foodbanks because food is

becoming more of a luxury than a
necessity.

* Children celebrating a birthday without
presents.

* Parents worrying about new school
uniforms - and some schools enforcing

rules which are not cost-effective.
* People who can't get to work because
they can't afford to put petrol in their

cars/pay for public transport anymore. 
* People who are working so much

they're making themselves ill, and they
STILL CAN'T AFFORD to pay their bills. 
* People who have been given fines by
these same energy/water companies

because they couldn't afford to pay their
bills in the first place - increasing their

debt. 
* Customers being told to do STAR JUMPS

TO KEEP WARM for crying out loud! 
* Hose pipe bans when gallons of water

leak away everyday. 
* Elderly people NOT DRINKING because

they're worried about running out of
water!!! 

All this and energy prices are set to rise
up to 75% in October... 

THIS IS MADNESS!.. I'm all for supporting
profits ..I'm not for supporting greed at

the cost of lives of others.. 

Something needs to change.. 

Why is customers' money being used to
make life more comfortable for those

who are making life more intolerable for
the rest of us?

TRUE STORY


	Bill Boethius

